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Medicare for All
Health care is a human right. Healthy
people produce more and live better lives.
A strong nation cares for all the people just
like good farmers care for all of the farm.
Medicare for all now at 100% coverage
from birth is good. Tax all income the same
to fund medicare. Improve medicare after
everyone is covered. First things first.

Purposeful Emergency Evolution
Notice representative democracies actually
represent capital. Years go by and well-liked
politicians talk non-stop about things and
all that happens is the rich grow more rich.
Medical health insurance is one example;

Medicare for All
Three words.
Open medicare law;
1) Edit age of eligibility to birth.
2) Edit 80% limit to 100%.
3) Edit funding to all incomes.
Close medicare for all law.
Vote on it.
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Eliminate all subsidies and sanctions. A
balanced budget improves democracy. The
opposite is true of deficit spending laid out
with central plans made by experts. A very
brief look at reality is enough to see that
most deficit spending goes to endless war.

Funds public projects voted on by citizens.
Also funds housing, family farms and business.
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A better way is possible
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Humans require clean air, water and soil.
Shelter and sanitation are human rights. If
any person lacks sanitation, everyone is
jeopardized. Housing is a human right; a
family with a secure and decent home is
better able to provide education for their
children. A secure home leads to smaller
families and reduced consumption per
family; it is just one of many green new deal
examples that heal Earth with human rights.
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constituentAssembly.org
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